
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMISSION AGAINST THE VACANT SEATS IN NLUO 

NLUO has 17 vacant seats in AI - General and1 in All India ST in BBALLB programme; 5 seats 

in AI – General and 1 in AI - SC are vacant in LLM programme and in NRIS category (UG), 

there is 1 vacant seat in B.A.LL.B. and 3 seats in B.B.A.LL.B.  

To complete the Admission process soon as the Session is already been started, 50 applicants 

(as per merit) in General, 4 applicant in All India ST and 10 applicant in NRIS category in 

order of merit in the CLAT-2023 have been provisionally selected for admission against the 

above mentioned vacant seats in B.B.A.LL.B. 

Similarly, 15 applicants in AI - General and 3 in AI-SC in order of merit in the CLAT-2023 

have been provisionally selected for admission in the LLM Programme.  

All the candidates need to attend the meeting to block their seat. Once the vacant seats filled 

up, the rest of the candidates present would be considered as in Waiting List and will get 

admitted against the future vacancies or in case the provisionally selected applicants fail to 

secure their admission on the specified date and time; based on their CLAT-2023 merit.. 

Date and Time for Admission 

All the provisionally selected applicants as well as the wait listed applicants for 

BALLB/BBALLB  programme are required to present themselves online on 20/07/2023 at 

11:00am (for PG Candidates), 11:45am (for UG Candidates) and 01:00pm (NRIS Candidates) 

to secure their admission. The google meet link has been sent to the respective email ids of the 

candidates concerned. 

Process of Admission 

If any applicant fails to appear at the appointed time, the seat will be offered to the next 

applicant in the list. The provisional admissions will be closed as soon as the existing vacant 

seats are filled either by the provisionally selected applicants or others on the waiting list in 

order of merit. 

The candidates in the waiting list have no right to claim admission in case there are no 

vacancies. 

The candidates who have accepted the admission offer must deposit the Fee of ₹1,96,890/- (for 

UG), ₹1,61,890/- (for PG) and ₹3,84,629/-towards the 1st Semester Fee (Security Deposit + ½ of 

the Tuition Fees + All other Annual Fees) on or before 06:00pm, 21.07.2023 through the ERP 

Portal of NLUO, whose link will be sent to the candidates through email. 

The candidates who have deposited the Fee must join the University for Documents 

Verification, Hostel allotment and Classes on or before 30.07.2023. The list of documents will 

also be provided along with the ERP Link. 

 



Possibility of Subsequent Admissions 

As and when more seats fall vacant with admissions being finalised in other NLUOs, more 

applicants from the existing applicants will be added in the list of provisionally selected 

applicants and in the waiting list for admission in the respective courses. They will be required 

to similarly appear online for securing their admission on the date and time to be declared in 

future and the admissions will be made in the same manner as specified above. 

A candidate who fails to appear on the day when their name is shown as provisionally 

selected for admission, may be considered in subsequent selections provided they inform 

their intention to be considered for subsequent selection within 24 hours of having missed 

their chance in the earlier round by email to admissions2023@nluo.ac.in. In the absence of any 

such request, the available seats, including the seats that arise in future, will be offered to the 

next eligible candidates as per the CLAT-2023 merit list based upon the consent of the 

candidate.  
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